
Welcome to the summer edition of the Safeguarders Panel newsletter.                                                               

The newsletter is designed to keep you updated with news about the Safeguarders Panel and the Children’s 

Hearings System, as well as highlighting relevant issues. We hope you enjoy reading. 
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Welcome & Recruitment  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As some of you may already know, 18 new          

Safeguarders were appointed in May 2019. Maree 

Todd MSP, Minister for Children and Young People, 

attended the Safeguarder induction day on behalf of 

the Scottish Government who celebrated the unique 

significance of Safeguarders in the lives of children 

and young people. The appointees had the             

opportunity to meet their Support Managers and 

some of the core team who are based in the           

Edinburgh office. Thank you to the established      

Safeguarders who came along; the appointees really 

valued the opportunity to ask questions and get an 

understanding of the role. We warmly welcome all 

new Safeguarders and are confident their input will 

be well received by the wider Safeguarder cohort. 

The next Safeguarder recruitment campaign has    

begun with a closing date of 12 noon on the 30      

August 2019. Children 1st webpages detail all key 

dates including pre-appointment, assessment and 

training and relevant key documents. To support the 

recruitment process, the SPT ran two Information 

Sessions for individuals who expressed a note of   

interest. These informal events were centrally located 

in Glasgow and Edinburgh. The two hour sessions 

were attended by a total of 37 individuals who were 

able to learn more about the role, allocations, fees, 

support and recruitment process. Each event was 

attended by members of the SPT together with one 

Safeguarder. The sessions involved brief         

presentations followed by a Q and A session. The 

Safeguarders in attendance offered a valuable      

insight into the role of the Safeguarder, which was 

very well received and resulted in lively debate and 

discussion - thank you for your input.  

In addition, 10 open Q and A sessions have taken 

place across Scotland, and anyone who requires 

more information is encouraged to speak to Service 

Manager, Paula Gaunt-Richardson, via telephone or 

email. 

 



Feedback 

We appreciate that Safeguarders are making      

valuable contributions to the wellbeing of           

vulnerable children and we like nothing more than 

to share the recognition of the hard work and     

commitment shown by Safeguarders on a daily    

basis. We do receive some feedback (and would 

like more!) and would like to acknowledge that 

your contribution is valued and recognised by     

others. In Q1 (April, May & June 2019) the SPT 

received nine feedback forms and some          

comments are included below:  

 

‘The Safeguarder’s report for the last hearing was 
succinct with an excellent recommendation…she 
played a good part in our discussion…she         
intervened appropriately to answer questions and 
to ensure that the rehabilitation support plan ran 
for a full 14 weeks to ensure success…extremely 
helpful with appropriate comments during hearing’        

Panel Members 

 

‘We are writing this short note to commend the    

report submitted by your Safeguarder…In our view 

the Safeguarder’s report was comprehensive and 

summed up all the relevant circumstances in clear 

and concise way…our legal rep at the hearing has 

advised that he appreciated the depth of           

perception and insight the Safeguarder’s report 

provided…the Safeguarder did advise that our     

client could have been more pro-active in           

recognising certain issues…our legal rep advised 

the Safeguarders report provided him with a      

deeper level of understanding of the factors in 

place and he noted that the panel were similarly 

grateful’                           Solicitors firm (Glasgow) 

 

 

 

‘The Safeguarder’s report provided the Panel with 
very clear facts about the case…succinct and     
directive…he was very consistent when asked his 
opinion’          Panel Members 

 

‘The Safeguarder brought clarity to a difficult      

situation and disagreement between the key adults 

involved in the child’s life’              Panel Members  

 

Requisite Training 

Thank you to everyone who has signed up for    

requisite training this term – 2019/20. We ask that 

those who have yet to sign up for two training 

events do this as soon as possible in order that we 

can be sure everyone’s training needs are being 

met. 

Reminder of additional course available 

A reminder there are still places available on the 

additional ‘Responding to a Digital Generation’ 

course in Dundee on 26 March 2020.  

Training location change - Safeguarding in a 

Multi-cultural Society on 10 October 2019 

Due to low numbers, this session has been moved 

from Aberdeen to Dundee to encourage a higher 

take up at this session. Confirmation of the specific 

venue will be confirmed in due course.             

Safeguarders who had already signed up to the 

Aberdeen location have been informed of the 

change separately. 

Please email the team if you wish to attend either 

of these courses. 
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Training Opportunities 

 

One of our Edinburgh based 

Safeguarders drew our        

attention to a 4 day course 

she is attending on domestic        

violence. The Safe &           

Together™ Model is an       

internationally recognised suite of tools and           

interventions designed to help child welfare           

professionals become domestic violence-informed. 

Safeguarders are part of the target audience and 

the course is run in partnership with Edinburgh 

council. This is an opportunity to attend a focused 

event and is free for Safeguarders to attend. Some 

spaces are still available on two different courses: 8, 

9, 22 & 23 Aug and 5, 6, 19 & 20 Sept 2019.            

If you are interested, please contact:                                

domestic.abuse@edinburgh.gov.uk   

  

Scottish Child Law Centre’s Annual Conference 
“The Child Protection Landscape in Scotland: 
The Importance of Happiness, Love and          
Understanding” 
When: Friday 4 October 2019 
Where: Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh 
Time: 10:00 – 16:00 

 

Scottish Child Law Centre Masterclass 

“Protection from Abuse: Legal Measures”  

When: Thursday 15 August 

Where: Central Edinburgh, Venue tbc 

Time: 10.00 – 12.30 

 

These events are not free of charge. To book, 

please visit the SCLC website to download a 

booking form and email this to 

events@sclc.org.uk . Alternatively, you can call 

0131 668 4400 to secure a place.  

Optional Training: Virtual Learning Academy 

Our Virtual Learning Academy is now up and        

running for the Safeguarder community to use and 

explore. This is an exciting opportunity for          

Safeguarders to engage in multi-agency learning. 

The Learning Academy is a new concept for all of us 

and is a platform we envisage having significant   

purpose in how we engage and share learning. 

Those of you who have signed up to the system 

should now have your unique usernames and      

passwords and we ask that you visit the Academy to 

familiarise yourself with the concept and format. 

Over the coming months, the SPT intend to work 

with Safeguarders in realising the potential of this 

important resource. If you haven’t yet expressed   

interest in the Learning Academy, we would          

encourage you to do so by contacting the SPT to 

give consent for your details to be shared with       

Children’s Hearings Scotland and for a username/

password to be provided. Once you have your login 

details, Virtual Learning Academy can be              

accessed here. 

 

Book Recommendations  

“The Orchid and the Dandelion: Why sensitive people 

struggle & how all can thrive” by Dr Thomas W. Boyce. 

Dr Boyce explains some powerful research into the 

difference between those who succeed with ease and 

those who struggle to thrive.  

“Just a child: Britain’s biggest child abuse scandal ex-

posed” by Sammy Woodhouse. This book provides 

important insight into the workings of the Rotherham 

Child sexual exploitation ring and how the impact of 

one whistle-blower led to the gang being fully exposed.   
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Research, Policy & Practice 

The Domestic Abuse Act  

The Scottish Government recently passed the 

Domestic Abuse Act which now covers not just 

physical abuse, but also psychological and    

emotional treatment and coercive and controlling 

behaviour. Read more about this on the     

Scottish Women’s Rights Centre website. 

 

CELCIS Care Leavers Conference 2019 

A number of team members from the SPT       

attended the Spring event held in March 2019. 

The day centred around how to best support and 

achieve positive outcomes for care experienced 

young people; focusing on home, connection & 

security. Highlights and publications from the day 

can be accessed here. 

 

Three Principles to Improve Outcomes for    

Children & Families  

Harvard University Centre on the Developing 

Child is a fantastic resource for information and 

research on the science of early childhood. Their 

work has been referenced in the work of the 

Mental Health Task Force and the link below    

provides specific examples of how the three    

principles can be applied in                                 

policy and practice: here. 

Scottish Government Child Poverty                

Progress report 

The Scottish Government has published its first 

annual progress report under the Child Poverty 

(Scotland) Act 2017. This sets out the actions 

taken by the Government in 2018-19 and focus 

areas for 2019-20. The executive summary     

outlines key achievements in the last year        

including a new Best Start Grant and Pregnancy 

and Baby payment and an increase in the        

minimum level of School Clothing Grants. The 

full report can be accessed here.  

 

Safeguarder Allocations (Q1) 

Click here for the latest figures for Safeguarder 

appointments by Children’s Hearings and       

Sheriffs across Scotland. 
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